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* The first trekking guide devoted to Bolivia* Widest selection of treks, including the best Inca trade

routes* Expert advice on where to buy and hire gear and services and on arranging your own trips

and transportation Beautiful, uncrowded, inexpensive, and partly unexplored, Bolivia offers a variety

of trekking and climbing opportunities. Whether you're interested in trekking through the Andes or

climbing Huayna Potosi, this guide provides all the information you'll need to explore this diverse

land.From the high mountains of the Andes to the tropical forests of Los Yungas to the wildlife-filled

jungles of the lowlands, Bolivia is one of the premier South American destinations for trekkers. Its

low cost, political stability, natural diversity, and variety of routes have made it increasingly popular

with travelers. Trekking in Bolivia has detailed route maps for trips of all lengths and levels of

difficulty. Take a day trip or challenging multi-day mountain trek, follow some of the best-preserved

Inca paved trade routes in South America, or explore national parks and the jungle. Trekking is the

best way to see the magnificent snow-capped mountains of the Bolivian Andes and the only way to

catch sight of much of the incredible wildlife and meet a people whose way of life has changed little

over the last 400 years.
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Yossi Brain couples detailed local knowledge with a tour guide's grasp of what a foreigner really

needs to know. (The Times, London)This innovative guide leads the way for adventure travelers to

enjoy the outdoor delights of Bolivia - South America's wild-card destination! (Robert Strauss,



author, Adventure Trekking)

We found the maps and hiking times listed for destinations very inaccurate. The description of the

trail routes lack detail and can be very confusing. One of the hikes we did in Boliva was the Choro

Trial. This is ONE of the 3 Inca Trails in Boliva. One would assume that of any treks, this one would

have been accurate. Not the case. If you are looking for a guide book to help you plan your treks in

Boliva and/or Peru go with the Brant Guide book.

We were looking for off the beaten path backpack trips. In Brain's book we found the standard 'Inca

Trail' routes that everyone writes about in addition to trips where we would saw no other tourist for

several days. There are about 3 times as many routes described in Brain's book compared to the

Brandt Guide. Also we found the Brain book more up to date. The only disappointment was that

some of the descriptions were just plain incorrect. I got a feeling that this book was rushed to press.

A good guide for longer trekking options. However, most of the are located in the same area. Could

be better if the book had sorted them based on lenght and difficulty. For someone who is only going

to trek, think it has a some great advice. However to get a little bit of both tourist trails and hardcore

trek, I would not recommend this book

Good introduction to hiking in Bolivia but found author's style unprofessional. Overall useful for treks

but also used Trekking in Peru and Bolivia which was better but also had problems. Buy maps and

learn Spanish! Hikes around Sorata are great!!!!!

Yossi Brain's Trekking in Bolivia is an excellent book from a superb mountain guide who obviously

knows Bolivia and her mountains well. If you're planning on hiking in this magnificent country, then

Brain's book is the one for you!

Don't bother buying this book, it is no good. Inaccurate maps and descriptions and smart-ass writing

style.
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